UniDict takes advantage of the strengths of digital dictionar
ies to expand your linguistic horizons. Multiple dictionaries,
multiple scripts, user glossaries, kanji definitions, radical
building, built-in editor, Internet updating, text-to-speech
reading, system-wide look up —all the features you would
expect of a dictionary for the 21st Century.
Look up
Just select the word or reading you wish to look up and you are ready
to perform a search across all the dictionaries you have installed.
Search through the kanji dictionary for difficult characters with all their
reading and code assignments. Use the unique "Kanji Contructor" to
put together character from parts and radicals letting you look up char
acters you can do not know the reading of.
Add
Collect the latest versions of the dictionaries and entirely new special in
terest files from over the Internet. Keep your dictionary up to date with
the latest words and phrases. Collect tens of specialist dictionaries avail
able for free to create the fullest, most varied stock of translations on the
planet.
Build
Build your original dictionaries and edit existing one to create your own
file of entries. UniDict will build search Indices for you.
Extend and speak
Using Apple's Text-to-Speech, Contextual Menu and all the latest Mac
OS features, UniDict is the most fully-featured Multilingual Dictionary
Search Engine available. Have UniDict read aloud Japanese reading or
definitions for you. Use AppleEvents to conduct searches from with-in
other applications. With MacOs 8.0 and above you are able to search
off any selectable text you can find.

System Requirements
･PowerMacintosh or 680X0 Macintosh
･MacOS 7.6 or greater (MacOS 8.x inc.)
･5MB of free RAM memory
･30MB of hard disk space (can be run off CD)
･CD-ROM drive
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